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**Jonica Y. Perry** @Jonica_Perry
#macrosw

**Sunya Folayan** @SunyaFolayan
5 minutes 'till #MacroSWchat! #MacroSW

**Sunya Folayan** @SunyaFolayan
1 minute 'till #MacroSW chat. Please excuse extra tweets! #macrosw

**Johanna Black** @johannahblack1
Hey! It's Johanna from Millersville! Ready to tweet!! #macrosw

**David McCollum** @VilleBananas
hi #MacroSW

**Jonica Y. Perry** @Jonica_Perry
RT @UBSSW: We'll be late to tonight's #MacroSW chat but am eager to join in the conversation on safety, black identity, #communityorganizin…

**Sunya Folayan** @SunyaFolayan
5 minutes 'till #MacroSWsw chat! #MacroSW

**Sunya Folayan** @SunyaFolayan
Tonight's topic: Talking about a Revolution: Safety and Grassroots Organizers with @SunyaFolayan #MacroSW #SocialJustice

**Sunya Folayan** @SunyaFolayan
Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

**michelle becker** @michell8583920
Michele from MU- worked all day ready to get started! #macrosw

**Social Worker** @ERL_SW
Hello Emily from Millersville here #macrosw

**Elana Rapoport** @Emrapopo_SW
Elana from Millersville! #macrosw

**Kim Wright** @KimMSW2018
Kim Wright from Millersville University #macrosw

**Igby** @igbydrood
Jason from Millersville #macrosw
Looking forward to the chat! hello everyone! #macrosw

Katelyn from MU #MacroSW

Hello Everyone! #Macrosw

-#MacroswTwitter Chat 3-29-2028 Talking About A Revolution: Safety and Grassroots Organizers A conversation with Efia Nwangaza. #Macrosw

Hey y’all, Rebecca from @millersville #macroSw

Kate from MU #macrosw

Carrie Millersville University #macrosw

Hello again Jaleen from Millersville University #macrosw

Heather from Millersville University here! #macrosw

#MacroSW hello this is my first chat

Hi everyone! Jennifer from UB #macrosw

Michel Coconis from ohio signing on. Hello Safety Pins. #MacroSW

#MacroSw Marese from U.B

RT @SunyaFolayan: -#MacroswTwitter Chat 3-29-2028 Talking About A Revolution: Safety and Grassroots Organizers A conversation wi...

Came inside on a beautiful night... to join MacroSW on Twitter. Let’s go. From Millersville University. #macrosw

Alexsis here from Millersville University. #macrosw

swrookie @SWRookie_RAS
Rachael from University at Buffalo #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Your chat host tonight is @SunyaFolayan #Macrosw

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
MU Peep, here! #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Special shout out to my #MacroSW chat partners: @Patshelly @vilissathompson @karenzgoda @UBSSW @acosaorg @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelhitchcock

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@VictoriaBrake81 Happy you are joining us. If you need assistance you can check out our chat FAQ at https://t.co/mcvwoVDzJy #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #MacroSW! Nancy from @umbc @mdsocialwork, @ubssw alum, @UBittic affiliate

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Your chat host tonight is @SunyaFolayan #Macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Shout out to chat host @SunyaFolayan #macrosw https://t.co/wgn3OgKZ8v

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Our @Official Macrosw moderator tonight is Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW We are in good hands! :)

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/MJ8HxA8w4s

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Shout out to chat host @SunyaFolayan #macrosw https://t.co/jnD5Mk2ux https://t.co/jnD5Mk2ux

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
Hello this is my first chat. I am a social work major at University of Alabama at Birmingham! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic Welcome back #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@Jonica_Perry Welcome! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: #MacroSwTwitter Chat 3-29-2028 Talking About A Revolution: Safety and Grassroots Organizers A conversation wi…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Special shout out to my #MacroSW chat partners: @Patshelly @vilissathompson @karenzgoda @UBSSW @acosaorg @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Our @Official Macrosw moderator tonight is Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW We are in good hands! :)

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Our @Official Macrosw moderator tonight is Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW We are in good hands! :)
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
What’s up at Millersville? Have you joined MSWSN? #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
What’s up at Millersville? Have you joined MSWSN? #MacroSW

Aesha @Aesha94278980
Hi, MSW Grad Student, Aesha Wiggins from Millersville #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
happy almost easter! #MacroSW https://t.co/AIipeUfow6

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @VictoriaBrake81 Happy you are joining us. If you need assistance you can check out our chat FAQ at https://t.co/mcvw…

Lydia Weinstein @lydiaMSW
Hello, I’m Lydia from UB School of Social Work! I am excited to get started with another #macrosw chat!

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
Kelly Snell from Millersville University! Back for another week of #macrosw https://t.co/nTodGpreyH

Elissa Mitchell @profetmitchell
Joining #MacroSW tonight but multitasking and lurking

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@mcoconis I’m not sure what that is #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Check out the posted housekeeping links for Newbies! #macrosw

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
@SunyaFolayan Hello. Nina from Millersville University #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@lydiaMSW Welcome #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kmarie228: Kelly Snell from Millersville University! Back for another week of #macrosw https://t.co/nTodGpreyH

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@profetmitchell Welcome back! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Housekeeping info -if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/nVpVHRQoWP

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@Jonica_Perry Welcome! Just be sure to label your answers A1, A2, etc to indicate which question you are answering, use the #macrosw hashtag, and have fun!

Kate @Kate74080997
@mcoconis What is that? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Housekeeping info -if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/nVpVHRQoWP
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Housekeeping info - if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/nVpVHRQoWP

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @Jonica_Perry Welcome! Just be sure to label your answers A1, A2, etc to indicate which question you are answering, use...

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Before we get started, lets take a few more mins for intros. Who is joining us tonight and from where? Special welcome to newcomers and social work students! #MacroSW #MacroSW

an hour ago

Elissa Mitchell @profetmitchell
@karenzgoda Thanks! Nice to be back #MacroSW

an hour ago

Lyndsay @lvzastaw
Hi, I am Lyndsay from UB School of Social Work! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Kate74080997 @mcoconis The Macro Social Work Student Network. They are having a national call in tomorrow. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Welcome, welcome! I'm Sunya Folayan and I am your host for this evening. #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Before we get started, lets take a few more mins for intros. Who is joining us tonight and from where? Special welcome t...

an hour ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW Marese from the University of Buffalo

an hour ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Hello all #MacroSW chatters 🤗 I’m a school social worker but also lover of all things #macroSW! Pumped for Spring Break starting tomorrow 😊

an hour ago

Igby @Igbydrood
@nancy_kusmaul @Jonica_Perry except that this week there were no questions listed on the website. #macrosw

an hour ago

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
Nicolette from UB #macrosw

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Our special guest is Efia Nwangaza founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center in Greenville, SC. Please read her bio on our page: https://t.co/vhdxTKL1l4 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@SunyaFolayan MSW student from Millersville University #macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Before we get started, lets take a few more mins for intros. Who is joining us tonight and from where? Special welcome t...

an hour ago

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Macro social work student network #macrosw @acosaorg https://t.co/7Ig6zX1Gwf

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
The first question for our guest is coming up shortly... please share your responses to our guests answers. Join in the conversation! #MacroSW

an hour ago
Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Macro social work student network #macrosw @acosaorg https://t.co/SgCFjdHi5P https://t.co/SgCFjdHi5P

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@lgbydrood @nancy_kusmaul I didn’t see any questions either! #macrosw

ITTIC @UBittic
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW Hi! This is Erin from @UBittic, I am looking forward to the conversation tonight! #macrosw

Giuseppina La Mattina @GiuseppinaLaMa3
@SunyaFolayan Millersville University, MSW #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@ColumbusFuneral @acosaorg Thanks for the information! #macrosw

Surviving Today LLC @Survive2DayLLC
Evening all. I’m Gary. Social Worker from Philly. #MacroSW

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
Hello from Millersville University. Graduation is in 6 weeks!!! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
I’m Rachel @poliSW. I’m an advocacy and community outreach consultant, co-founder of #MacroSW chats, and the NE rep for @acosaorg. I also teach macro at SUNY SBU School of Social Welfare.

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@SamanthaWeiric2 Thank goodness! Countdown is on #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
! to clarify, we are having a conversation with our guests. Feel free to share responses #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Survive2DayLLC Welcome Gary #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@Jonica_Perry @lgbydrood We didn’t have them ahead of time as usual but it looks like the host will be posting them. #macrosw

Kate @Kate74080997
@OfficialMacroSW @mcoconis What happens during the national call in? #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Q1: @efianwangaza, in your years of groundbreaking work you have had to navigate difficult terrain in your fight for social justice. Looking back, what would you advise activists now to consider in terms of personal safety in today’s sociopolitical environment? #MacroSW

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@SunyaFolayan Hi!! This is Jonica and I @UAB_CAS, and I happy to be here! #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q1: @efianwangaza, in your years of groundbreaking work you have had to navigate difficult terrain in your fight for soci...

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A1- Be aware of your surroundings. #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
Greetings from L.A.!

David McCollum @VilleBananas  
@nancy_kusmaul @Jonica_Perry @lgybydrood #macrosw https://t.co/HSmEtTt2vx

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
A1: @efianwangaza I would you advise activists now to reassess what they consider safe. They should reassess their risk tolerance and fashion their activities within that "comfort zone," then find ways to support others operating at a higher, more risky level. #MacroSW

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry  
Are there going to be questions to answer tonight or just a discussion? #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
Karen in Boston! #MacroSW https://t.co/aBfLtSs0bJ

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry  
@nancy_kusmaul @lgybydrood ok, thank you! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @SunyaFolayan: Welcome, welcome! I’m Sunya Folayan and I am your host for this evening. #MacroSW

michelle becker @michell85883920  
A1: only three years now, but have come across tough ground with Medicaid and the elderly population #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @MarshAlesia: Hello all! #MacroSW chatters 🎈 I’m a school social worker but also lover of all things #macroSW! Pumped for Spring Break…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis  
Live your use if the ACOSA poster here! @acosaorg #macrosw @UBSSW https://t.co/AHiLuGOFmF

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
@MarshAlesia Welcome back Christina! #MacroSW

Marese @Marese36791591  
#MacroSW A1. I’m really just getting started.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @SunyaFolayan: Our special guest is Efia Nwangaza founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center in Greenville, SC. Please read her bio on o…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral  
Live your use if the ACOSA poster here! @acosaorg #macrosw @UBSSW https://t.co/fkVC2agjN https://t.co/fkVC2agjN

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW  
Q1: choose you your words wisely. While it is important to advocate and fight for social justice, we need to protect ourselves too #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I’m Rachel @poliSW . I’m an advocacy and community outreach consultant, co-founder of #MacroSW chats, and the NE rep f…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q1: @efianwangaza, in your years of groundbreaking work you have had to navigate difficult terrain in your fight for soci…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis  
RT @jayross1979: I love the idea of "craft-adjacent #play," modeled here by the team @HermanMiller. I’m going to be preoccupied all mom…
michelle becker @michelle8583920
@Emrapopo_SW I agree, and one thing I learned is you cannot work harder than your client #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Kate74080997 @mcoconis They will talk about MSWSN goals and values, status and establishment of macro clubs on campus, Macro best practices, #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@Emrapopo_SW This is very insightful. Words can be taken many different ways. Good point. #macросw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @brooklyn11210: #incomeinequality #swishumanrights #MacroSW It’s hard to know whether to laugh or cry. @SenWarren @BernieSanders @SenSa…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @mlo002: “Black boys raised in America, even in the wealthiest families and living in some of the most well-to-do neighborhoods, still e…

Savannah Figueroa @Sfiguero7
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW Savannah from UB #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted brooklyn11210 (@brooklyn11210): #incomeinequality #swishumanrights #MacroSW It’s hard to know whether to laugh or cry. @SenWarren @BernieSanders @SenSa…

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A1: Avoid getting too close to the people carrying tiki torches. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @karenzgoda: Opinion | Bill Murray: The Parkland kids remind me of those who protested Vietnam https://t.co/f4jCjxdRck via @NBCNewsTHINK…

Chiissy Zeigler @Chiissy2690
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza you have to think about every move you are making and how it affects others around you #macросw

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A1. I would advise today’s activists to spend time energizing their local neighborhoods and making it possible for neighbors to share their experiences. Ending isolation is a key step in social justice. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q1: @efianwangaza, in your years of groundbreaking work you have had to navigate difficult terrain in your fight for soci…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Karen 📸 Zgoda (@karenzgoda): Opinion | Bill Murray: The Parkland kids remind me of those who protested Vietnam https://t.co/bqRaHPqMER via @NBCNewsTHINK #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/bqRaHPqMER

Kate @Kate74080997
A1. I think you need to be mindful of your surroundings, and know the environment and climate your walking into. #macrosw

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
Listen to what people are saying and believe that what you’re saying is the truth. #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Housekeeping info -if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/nVpVHRQoWP

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda Check out this article about racial breakdown of gun ownership #MacroSW https://t.co/V8gUSy8PT1

Karen 📸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@EJohnsonLCSW Great to see you again! Thank you for bringing students! #MacroSW https://t.co/tFksZXEPv
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @UBSSW: @nancy_kusmaul @Carolyn65641191 https://t.co/MgU40yRzFQ "Nearly 75% of the victims in domestic violence shootings are the current wives or girlfriends of the men who killed them" #MacroSW

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
A1: I have been in geriatrics for about 4 years and further advocacy is needed for medicare/medicaid. Learn all you can #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Shimon Cohen, LCSW (@ShimonDCohen): @karenzgoda Check out this article about racial breakdown of gun ownership #MacroSW https://t.co/IPp6hTxBFN

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@KourtMabry Please share your responses to the answers, too. #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted UB-Social Work (@UBSSW): @nancy_kusmaul @Carolyn65641191 https://t.co/beoRmV6cot "Nearly 75% of the victims in domestic violence shootings are the current wives or girlfriends of the men who killed them" #MacroSW https://t.co/beoRmV6cot

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NicOlletteRuth: A1: I would advise today's activists to spend time energizing their local neighborhoods and making it possible for neigh…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1: I would advise activists now to reassess what they consider safe. They should reassess their risk t…

Cary Sanchez @CSanchezBSW
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I would you advise activists now to reassess ways to reassess risk tolerance? #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: @efianwangaza Please share your responses to the answers, too. #macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @karenzgoda: What Congress Has Accomplished Since the Sandy Hook Massacre https://t.co/FMDy1OLIlm #MacroSW

Michelle Becker @michell8583920
@14MurryM I mentioned the exact same thing #macrosw

Johanna Black @johannahblack1
@14MurryM you're so right. This is a huge problem for the geriatric population. Great point! #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Karen Zgoda (@karenzgoda): What Congress Has Accomplished Since the Sandy Hook Massacre https://t.co/NzOyxD6TUU #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A1: Finding strength on your stance is important. I feel it strengthens your voice. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Emrapopo_SW: Q1: choose your words wisely. While it is important to advocate and fight for social justice, we need to protect ourse…

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
A1: Be mindful of your surroundings but still advocate #macrosw

Igby @lgbydrood
A1: surround yourself with allies and people you trust. Find people in power that can help to champion your cause #macrosw

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
A1. I still consider myself new to the field and forever learning. However, I think it is important to be open minded and learn about best practice or all sides of an arument before trying to make a decision #macrosw

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A1: be aware of surroundinngs and people's body language. You can guage a lot by body language and if you are getting your point across. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @Kaye74080997 @mcoconis They will talk about MSWSN goals and values, status and establishment of macro clubs on campus…

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A1. Practice your "Wonder Woman" or "Beyonce'" stance (hands on hips, legs apart). Studies show women that pose like that are more powerful and intimidating looking #MacroSW

Great Hearts @Greatheartsllc
RT @Jonica_Perry: #macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @rjturbo: @AngelaRayner @AnnaGupta2 #macrosw In Scotland, workers were given credit cards and authority to take care of the people that were entrusted to them. https://t.co/i0Jju65Gv3 We... https://t.co/NIihJyGv5v

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@Kate74080997 I could not agree more! It is so important to be aware of what may be getting yourself into #macrosw

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
A1: Advocacy comes in many forms. You need to consider what is safe and comfortable for you as a social worker and what concentration of social work you feel safe in. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted UB-Social Work (@UBSSW): @nancy_kusmaul @Carolyn65641191 https://t.co/beoRmV6cot "Nearly 75% of the victim…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Carefulgiving rjm (@rjturbo): @AngelaRayner @AnnaGupta2 #macrosw In Scotland, workers were given credit cards and authority to take care of the people that were entrusted to them. https://t.co/i0Jju65Gv3 We... https://t.co/NIihJyGv5v

Maria Amador @Maria_MSW
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW Hey all! My name is Maria and I'm a student at CSUDH and I'm excited for my first Twitter chat with you #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @karenzgoda: U.S. owes black people reparations for a history of 'racial terrorism,' says U.N. panel https://t.co/rBkHLSvBdf via @washin…

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
@kaye7408997 Well said, preparation is key to success. #macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @UBSSW: A8 Inside Ontario's Basic Income Experiment: https://t.co/Opd8MBhnsI #MacroSW #IncomeInequality #Up4TheChallenge#GuaranteedAnnual…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Karen Zgoda (@karenzgoda): U.S. owes black people reparations for a history of 'racial terrorism,' says U.N. panel https://t.co/YzZ4PWcL9N via @washingtonpost #MacroSW https://t.co/YzZ4PWcL9N

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@Shand_Kydd This is a great visual!!! #macrosw
RT @CSanchezBSW: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Would you be able to explain ways to reassess risk tolerance? #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted UB-Social Work (@UBSSW): A8 Inside Ontario’s Basic Income Experiment: https://t.co/m6XRlGfg6Y #MacroSW #IncomeInequality #Up4TheChallenge #GuaranteedAnnualIncome #UniversalBasicIncome #BasicIncome https://t.co/5FrnZRkJw https://t.co/m6XRlGfg6Y

Giuseppina La Mattina @GiuseppinaLaMa3
@Chrissy2690 @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza That’s a really good point! #MacroSW

Kate @Kate74080997
@Emrapopo_SW This is a good point. I think we tend to forget the latter because we get caught up in things. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1: @efianwangaza I would you advise activists now to reassess what they consider safe. They should reassess their risk t…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Emrapopo_SWA Q1: choose you your words wisely. While it is important to advocate and fight for social justice, we need to protect ourse…

Carrie Corrao @cacorroa
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza #macrosw expect the unexpected, and be able to stand by your choices and actions that take place.

Aesha @Aesha94278980
A1: Pay attention to your surroundings. Partner up with someone #MacroSW

tryn amber @TrynAmber
A1 Awareness of surroundings. The school I work in got a safety expert to come in and talk about this topic. I was surprised how much I never would have thought about or noticed #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted Carefulgiving rjm (@rjturbo): @AngelaRayner @AnnaGupta2 #macrosw In Scotland, workers were given credit car…

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW I’m receiving great insight, ill be sure to remember these answers

Rebecca Light @rll004
A1: I know that at the #marchforourlives in Harrisburg, PA, they had individuals in green hats that were acting as independent observers and keeping a record of everything happening in case of an incident w/ counter protesters, law suit, arrest, etc #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @VilleBananas: A1: Avoid getting too close to the people carrying tiki torches. #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@Shand_Kydd https://t.co/yXGlVmF4q9 #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Shand_Kydd: A1. Practice your "Wonder Woman" or "Beyonce" stance (hands on hips, legs apart). Studies show women that pose like that a…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Chrissy2690: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza you have to think about every move you are making and how it affects others around you #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted UB-Social Work (@UBSSW): A8 Inside Ontario’s Basic Income Experiment: https://t.co/m6XRlGfg6Y #MacroSW #Inc…
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A1. I would advise today's activists to spend time energizing their local neighborhoods and making it possible for neigh...

Shaneea @Shaneea3
A1: get to know the community and your target population #macrosw

Kate @Kate74080997
@KourtMabry This is a great point- not everyone has the same comfort level, and THAT IS OKAY! #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted Karen Zgoda (@karenzgoda): Opinion | Bill Murray: The Parkland kids remind me of those who protested Viet...

Social Worker @ERL_SW
Be aware of all different aspects and continue to advocate for clients the best you can #macrosw

Chrissy Zeigler @Chrissy2690
@MurrayAlexsis I completely agree, we need to stay open minded to each side and not close one off for whatever it may be that we disagree with, consider them all equally #macrosw

Kate Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: I do not have much experience working on a macro level; but I would say you have to understand what you are comfortable with and why. Stretching yourself can be a good thing, but stretching yourself to far could also become ineffective. #macrosw

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingRights
@johannahblack1 @14MurryM A classmate's co-worker continues Part-Time work in a med setting just to keep up with the medicaid/care system nuances. #macroSW

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
A1: Being comfortable in the uncomfortable is part of the profession. SWs need to be more willing to confront systems of oppression and challenge status quo in more radical and public fashion; this comes w/risk and safety concern. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @rll004: A1: I know that at the #marchforourlives in Harrisburg, PA, they had individuals in green hats that were acting as independent...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Don't canvass alone and check in with the office or another team member frequently when in the field. #MacroSW

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
@KourtMabry Great point! I couldn't agree more. Advocacy can be found on micro, mezzo and macro and all of them are important. #macrosw

Jennifer Cardona @Jenniferwood845
A1: Sometimes it's easy to lose yourself when you're focused on advocating. It's important to always be aware of personal safety #macrosw

Kimarie228 @kimarie228
Here is an interesting read on activist safety during protests! https://t.co/zxg4dxiHcs #macrosw

Giuseppina La Mattina @GiuseppinaLaMa3
@Emrapoposw @SunyaFolayan I agree! I think sometimes we do get caught up that we may not think of ourselves. #MacroSW

Meg @mhennigan17
A1: I would suggest seeking out support from those who share your ethics and goals. Be mindful of how certain language, actions, or associations may be perceived in order to best represent your cause. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted Karen Zgoda (@karenzgoda): U.S. owes black people reparations for a history of 'racial terrorism,' says U…
A1) I think it’s important to consider what you are comfortable with and how far you are willing to go before you are put in a difficult or potentially unsafe situation. #macrosw

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A1: I personally have never been in a situation like this but am learning as lot as I read others responses. #MacroSW

Chrissy Zeigler @Chrissy2690
@JoshNice4 As a mentor always tells me, SWKers are the naggers to the systems. The ones who make things happen because we do not give up on fighting for what's right. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @KimMSW2018: A1- Finding strength on your stance is important. I feel it strengthens your voice. #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@SamanthaWeirik2 Especially if your Agency doesn’t back you if use is needed. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kmarie228: Here is an interesting read on activist safety during protests: https://t.co/zxg4dxiHcs #macrosw

Kate @Kate74080997
@cacorrao @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza This is also very important. And we need to use caution so we don’t become fixated on negative possibilities. #macrosw

Kaity Sollenberger @KESollenberger
@Shaneeai agree. It is important to know where you are and who you are working with. Different neighborhoods within the same city can look and act very different. #macrosw

Ashlee Rineer @Ajkligge25
A1: It’s finding those who support you, while listening to those opposing as well! #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @johannahblack1: @14MurryM you’re so right. This is a huge problem for the geriatric population. Great point! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nick_molina Better late than never. #macrosw

Alex Ridley @AlexRidSW
A1: Definitely need to trust your instincts and listen to your gut. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kmarie228: Here is an interesting read on activist safety during protests: https://t.co/zxg4dxiHcs #macrosw

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@Shand_Kydd This wonderful.. You put two powerful women ti make a powerful statement! #Macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SunyaFolayan: @KourtMabry Please share your responses to the answers, too. #macrosw

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Going out of your comfort zone is how you grow. I think stepping out of the comfort zone with proper guidance and support could lead to even bigger and better things. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cacorrao: @Aesha94278980 I think we often forget about safety, when in reality it should be a big priority. This is a great if it can…
This is also very important. And we need to use caution so we don’t become fixated.

That’s a great idea and I wonder how often it is utilized by community organizers.

This is a very important step to working with groups we plan to assist/advocate for.

I think that is also important to remember that our personal safety is physical but also emotional, moral, etc. Sometimes being a SWer can be draining and we have to watch out for burnout, compassion fatigue, etc. I consider this a part of personal safety, too.

It’s so important to remember to do what you can and support others voices doing the rest.

How well do activists navigate systems and how safe is it. To consider personal safety, it is important to know how well the systems are navigated.

A1: Ability to adapt in various situations, as a SW, just as critical as smart planning.

A1: How well do activists navigate systems and how safe is it. To consider personal safety, it is important to know how well the systems are navigated.

Hey all! My name is Maria and I’m a student at CSUDH and I’m excited for my first Twitter cha...

I am new to Macro SW as all my experience has been in Micro SW, but I would say that you need to educate yourself and be open minded.

This is a very important step to working with groups we plan to assist/advocate for.

I think that is a great idea. You should always be aware of your surroundings as well.

I’ll post the second question to our guest momentarily. Great responses!
Adaptability is key! Kind of need to be chameleons in certain situations #macrosw

You’re right- education is advocacy too! #macroSW https://t.co/lsNFM1Q4Mc

RT @loren_waltz: I think it’s important to consider what you are comfortable with and how far you are willing to go before you are put…

#macrosw very true. I’ve never had to use it, but I would be afraid of all the political issues that would stem from it.

Never would have thought about it before, but I love the idea. They were advising via social media not to interact with those indv during the march #macroSW

- Q2: @efianwangaza, As we know, the FBI has recently determined Black Identity Extremists to be a potential terrorist threat. What is happening here and how should we as activists govern ourselves? #MacroSW #Macrosw

Me either. I don’t know what the aftermath would entail. #macrosw

I agree, I also put about being open minded and being educated. #macrosw

I would advise to become familiar with the community/surrounding area where you will be advocating and be aware of potential safety issues that might arise. #macroSW

This wonderful.. You put two powerful women ti make a powerful statement! #Macrosw

Sometimes the topics, programs, or people we advocate for are not unanimous across all citizens. Knowing when to “shout in the streets” to make change and when it may interfere with your own safety. Some people feel their cause is worth more than their safety. #macrosw

Listen. Huge part of staying safe in advocacy. #macroSW
Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: I think the best thing to do is to make sure that you connect with the people you are advocating for. I don’t think I have much experience in the area, but that is what I will do first. #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A2: I don’t have much experience with this topic. I look forward to hearing what others have to say! #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rill004
@14MurryM That’s a great point! Plus, many of them are not able to advocate for themselves, or even attend something as “simple” as a march, or a share on fb! #macroSW

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A1. Being mindful is always important.

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
I also don’t have much experience on this topic, so it would be nice to know what others think. #macrosw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
Q2: Unfortunately, I do not have a lot of experience with this topic. I hope to gain some insight on the subject #macrosw

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
@karenzgoda Love this! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: - Q2: @efianwangaza, As we know, the FBI has recently determined Black Identity Extremists to be a potential terrorist t…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A2 is coming up in 2 parts #Macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Hmmm. I see SWrs giving up every day but many others step up or step in to the gaps left by non-actors. We are more effective at movibg beyond nagging when we wirk together, building solidarity w others, swrs and consumers, neighbors, electeds, and coworkers alike #macrosw https://t.co/NPfZEka3OM

tryn amber @TrynAmber
Not going to lie I have no clue what q2 is about #macrosw

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
RT @SWideology: Dawn Belkin Martinez won the @NASW award for social change. Congratulations to our inspiring radical sister from @BUSSW @Li…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @SunyaFolayan: - Q2: @efianwangaza, As we know, the FBI has recently determined Black Identity Extremists to be a potential terrorist t…

michelle becker @michelle85839020
A2: i am pretty unfamiliar with this topic but am eager to participate and listen to others #macrosw

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
@michelle85839020 I don’t think you’re the only one. I’m interested in learning more about it as well! #macrosw

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
#MacroSW Being new to this area and only a student it is interesting to see all the different responses. Help a us remember to keep an open mind to others opinions.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: - Q2: @efianwangaza, As we know, the FBI has recently determined Black Identity Extremists to be a potential terrorist t…

Cary Sanchez @CSanchezBSW
to think before you speak or actions speak louder than words. Sometimes when we are advocating for something we are passionate about we think in the moment rather than long-term #MacroSW

A1. I don't know much about this. I'm excited to see what others have to say, and to discover what resources there are that can inform me. #macrosw

Stepping out of your comfort zone is scary but change isn't made being comfortable #MacroSW

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@SunyaFolayan A1: Be open minded as an activist; Yes you have a point and a goal, but understanding the other side has the potential to make your side even stronger if you know how to respond to them. #macrosw

Deborah Budding @Nebula63
RT @SunyaFolayan: - Q2: @efianwangaza, As we know, the FBI has recently determined Black Identity Extremists to be a potential terrorist t…

A2: I'm not too familiar with this topic, but look forward to hearing what others say! #macroSW

Lyndsay @lvzastaw
Always! Find out what they want and help them achieve it. #MacroSW https://t.co/QVTtNHnXv9

Social Worker @ERL_SW
A2: I am also not familiar with this topic and will be interested to learn more about it #macrosw

Lucienne @luciennejanelle
A2: Unfortunately I am not experienced or have much knowledge with this topic, however, excited to learn! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: Hmmm. I see SWrs giving up every day but many others step up or ste in to the gaps left by non-actors. We are more effective…

michelle becker @michell85883920
@luciennejanelle you and me both! but am too eager to learn #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @JoshNice4: A1: Ability to adapt in various situations, as a SW, just as critical as smart planning. #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A2: You can practice civil disobedience in a legal way. We should avoid devolving into professional anarchism or engaging in illegal activities. #MacroSW #dontthrowabrickthroughthewindow

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
Agreed! And we don't want to put ourselves in potentially traumatic situations that could affect our ability to help others #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @graybill_holly: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: Be open minded as an activist; Yes you have a point and a goal, but understanding the o…

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A2. That's a great question, it looks like the time when the black panther party was being label the same way. This is very dangerous because if the country doesn't be careful, the real threat may go unnoticed.
Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A2: The country has become overly sensitized to race as we were a few decades ago where race is seen as a factor in every police interaction. Police have now been more on edge with the rest of us and may act irrationally due to that. #macrosw

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @karenzgoda: 👇👇 #MacroSW https://t.co/2U8f7iXRGA

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A2: From @efianwangaza The USA is an ongoing criminal enterprise, built with stolen labor on stolen land. It is held together by military forces of which the FBI is the super-structure supported domestically by paramilitary “law enforcement” #macrosw

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@Chrissy2690 @JoshNice4 Social workers are the naggers to the systems! Generally that’s a negative term, but it’s true! We’re the ones to continually call out flaws and push for change. #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@Emrapopo_SW You are on a boat? #macrosw

Igby @Igbydrood
A2: for a primer on BIE https://t.co/zTwg0tjwie #macrosw

Meg @mhennigan17
@Ajkilgee25 Totally agree! Especially in this political climate- we need to assess all sides of issues to make a well informed decisions. #MacroSW

Shaneea @Shaneeaa3
@CSanchezBSW @Emrapopo_SW @SunyaFolayan I agree! being mindful of how you convey what you’re advocating for is important. #macrosw

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@Emrapopo_SW Glad to know I’m not alone! #macrosw

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
A2: I don’t know enough of this topic to answer but I would say we should practice civil disobedience legally #macrosw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@KimMSW2018 oh kim #macrosw

Giuseppina La Mattina @GiuseppinaLaMa3
@Chrissy2690 @JoshNice4 I absolutely love this! If we don’t fight, who will? #MacroSW

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @Shand_Kydd: A1. Practice your "Wonder Woman" or "Beyonce" stance (hands on hips, legs apart). Studies show women that pose like that a…

Aesha @Aesha94278980
A2: I had no idea about this but would love to learn more. I really can’t answer this, would need to get caught up on this topic #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A2: You can practice civil disobedience in a legal way. We should not engage in professional anarchism or illegal activities while protesting (or, you know, at all). #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
I have had a ruch and lengthy FBI file for many years. It is one of the ways I measure success -how upset is the establishment w my actions? Check. Might they have a point? Nope. And so on. #MacroSW. I do see things differently now. I think practicing and training for physical >>
Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A2. Be aware that every group whether benign or malignant will have “rogue agents” within their ranks. Don’t let the rogue speak for the collective! #MacroSW

Amanda Harlacher @amharlacher
A2: Labeling this “terrorism” equates the experience of this group to groups that lack the same cultural and historical discrimination; I think this is dangerous because the focus is taken away from a systematic oppression facing this group. #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
I have had a ruch and lengthy FBI file for many years. It is one of the ways I measure success - how upset is the establishment w my actions? Check. Might they have a point? Nope. And so on. #MacroSW. I do see things differently now. I think practicing and training for physical >

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
@VilleBananas my thoughts exactly! #macrosw

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza #macrosw Stand by whatever ideology you want to convey with your actions. As a group, decide what method of protest you want to demonstrate, and stick with it no matter how tempting situations get. If you want to be seen as a positive, do so.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
So many learning moments tonight! I hope everyone is taking notes and asking questions. #MacroSW https://t.co/m2ITLexrKJ

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza We should [always] govern ourselves with respect. #macrosw

Alexis Murray @MurrayAlexis
I do know know much about this specific topic. However, it is important that all advocacy is governed by things like mission statements and it is important to see if every action someone makes supports them. #macrosw

Malcolm X Center @CATpppow
RT @Igbydrood: A2: for a primer on BIE https://t.co/2Twg0Tjwie #macrosw

Igby @Igbydrood
A2: for those of us who are not black, we need to listen when our fellow activists talk about racial profiling, violations of rights, etc. #macrosw

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza The FBI has long history of thwarting legitimate efforts of grassroots organizations fighting for social justice and change, anti-war, anti-poverty movements and black and minority activists. #MacroSW

Aesha @Aesha94278980
Wow glad to see I’m not the only one that does not know much about Question 2 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @loren_waltz: @amharlacher @jenniferwood845 Agreed! And we don’t want to put ourselves in potentially traumatic situations that could af...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @loren_waltz: @amharlacher @jenniferwood845 Agreed! And we don’t want to put ourselves in potentially traumatic situations that could af...

Ivonne J. Maldonado @ivytona
https://t.co/sEyje4BoGI #macrosw

Savannah Figueroa @Sfiguero7
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza A2: We need to clearly identify what is a terrorist and how can we advocate for Americans effectively that are seen as a terrorist, however, are not. #macrosw

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@SamanthaWeiric2 Interesting perspective #macrosw
Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@KourtMabry Something we can discuss as a class on Tuesday! #macrosw

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@karenzgoda I agree, I think that forming a relationship as well that way we can gain trust from the people we advocate for. #macrosw

Michelle Becker @michelle883920
@lgbydroid i agree, i wish people felt more comfortable sharing as well #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great resource! #MacroSW https://t.co/BxvG1G4p2f

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@JoshNice4 @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Like the COINTELPRO investigating the Black Panthers and Martin Luther King, Jr. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Ummm. There are times when doing the just thing means breaking the law. Governments pass unjust laws and are complicit in oppression and discrimination. #MacroSW https://t.co/iuNr3Dn7bh

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
>> physical protests are in order. I am trained as legal observer, as a medic, and as jail support. As a white activist i am willing to follow ideas and actions by black leaders. #MacroSW

Igby @lgbydroid
and advocate for their civil rights if they are not able to do that for themselves #macrosw

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
I am unfamiliar with this topic but looking forward to reading and learning about this topic #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
>> physical protests are in order. I am trained as legal observer, as a medic, and as jail support. As a white activist i am willing to follow ideas and actions by black leaders. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@loren_waltz @karenzgoda @amharlacher @jenniferwood845 We say this to caregivers all the time- you can’t continue to provide care if you don’t take care of yourself. #macrosw

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A2: I would say to advocate as you would in other situations like this #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Right on!! #macrosw https://t.co/253hmHM8bA

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A2 continued... from @efianwangaza Black people,"runaway slaves," dissidents have always been viewed as a threat to the status quo. Previous iteration is the illegal, Senator Church Committee repudiated, illegal #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoshNice4: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza The FBI has long history of thwarting legitimate efforts of grassroots organizations fighting fo…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Right on!! #macrosw https://t.co/dlyV3yPFIhttps://t.co/dlyV3yPFI

Lucienne @luciennejanelle
@amharlacher Great response! #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A2 continued... from @efianwangaza Black people,"runnaway slaves," dissidents have always been viewed as a threat to the... an hour ago

Nicolette @NicOletteRuth
Labeling people as BIE is a way to vilify and keep people subjugated. Call someone an extremist and people will be afraid even if the group is peacefully advocating for change #macrow

Nick @nick_molina
A2 It is hard to speak as to why the FBI does what it does however I am not educated enough on "Black Identity Extremists" to provide an answer. I will say that we have to take a nonviolent approach as activist, #MacroSW an hour ago

Rebecca Light @rll004
A2: we have to remember who the FBI answers to (the "president"). Until that changes, I doubt we will see a change. Until then, we need to continue to educate everyone wth facts. It's absurd, but that's becoming a common theme in this country unfortunately... #MacroSW an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Previous iteration the illegal, Senator Church Committee repudiated, illegal FBI COINTELPRO program, more than a dozen Black Panther Party members are still in prison. We must never succumb to fear, instead do what we can do and help others do more. #Macrosw an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Sfiguero7: @SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza A1: How well do activists navigate systems and how safe is it... an hour ago

tryn amber @TrynAmber
RT @nick_molina: A2 It is hard to speak as to why the FBI does what it does however I am not educated enough on "Black Identity Extremists"... an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JoshNice4: A1: Ability to adapt in various situations, as a SW, just as critical as smart planning. #macrow an hour ago

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
The FBI's report is just one example of how false perceptions fueled by bias can become a dangerous reality that negatively impacts people's lives. We need to make sure we are able to help dispel the myths surrounding various activist groups #macrow an hour ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A2. Question? Why is it so easy to call a brown person a terrorist but when its a white person, its always something else! Or it is just me? an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Previous iteration the illegal, Senator Church Committee repudiated, illegal FBI COINTELPRO program, more than a dozen B... an hour ago

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
#MacroSW A2 part1 I had to look up what this meant. I still don't think I understand the question but I don't think they should be called terrorists. an hour ago

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
@mcoconis Thanks for sharing your experience and for all that you do!! #macrow an hour ago

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrow. Timely. https://t.co/NILEXAMynQ an hour ago

David McCollum @VilleBananass
@SunyaFolayan I'm really glad you mentioned the COINTELPRO. I was getting real disheartened that no one else mentioned it. #MacroSW an hour ago

Surviving Today LLC @Survive2DayLLC
@karenzgoda I think we all are! #MacroSW an hour ago
Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosW. Timely. https://t.co/KZdAWhADf0 https://t.co/KZdAWhADf0

Rebecca Light @rll004
@nick_molina I think nonviolence is the most important thing!!! #macroSW

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
#MacroSW A2 Part 2 I think they may have been misinformed people that have blown stuff up more than it should have been. It is important to advocate for both the police and the black Americans to be sure that everyone is given all the rights they deserve.

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@lgbydrood This is strong; listening to one another and supporting each other and working together is important and presents a united front. #macrosW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jonica_Perry: @karenzgoda I agree, I think that forming a relationship as well that way we can gain trust from the people we advocate f...

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
#MacroSW A2 Part 2 I think they may have been misinformed people that have blown stuff up more than it should have been. It is important to advocate for both the police and the black Americans to be sure that everyone is given all the rights they deserve.

Shaneea @Shaneea3
A2: Black Identity Extremists (BIE) are passionate about their people and how they're being treated. The FBI should take the time to learn about the racial injustices that BIE are advocating for #macrosW @SunyaFolayan

Social Worker @ERL_SW
@rll004 This is a very good point Becca! #macroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @kmarie228: The FBI’s report is just one example of how false perceptions fueled by bias can become a dangerous reality that negatively...

Lucienne @luciennejanelle
@rll004 I think we should definitely educate people with the facts. Good point #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kmarie228: The FBI’s report is just one example of how false perceptions fueled by bias can become a dangerous reality that negatively...

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
Wow! This system was constructed to intimidate, hurt, and dehumanize Black people and anyone that “appears to be a threat” our hints at this egocentric superstructure. #MacroSW https://t.co/P2p7xDzt2l

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@mcoconis People are afraid to talk about it. SW are moral agents of change. And sometimes standing up means breaking the law. #MacroSW

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
@VilleBananas #macrosw But sometimes the biggest changes happen after nonlegal options are used. Rosa Parks didn’t legally fight for her rights, neither did Gandhi.

michelle becker @michelle85883920
@JoshNice4 @mcoconis interesting thought #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
This has rung so true to me this week. Take care of yourselves and get to doctor if things aren’t right. #MacroSW https://t.co/FAc0uzCkr3

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Survive2DayLLC: @karenzgoda I think we all are! #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
In addition to the COINTELPRO, how about the fact that the Philadelphia Police Department dropped a bomb on the row houses of the MOVE 9. #MacrosW

Kate @Kate74080997
@Shaneea3 @SunyaFolayan We definitely need more social worker's in every field! #macrosw

Giuseppina La Mattina @GiuseppinaLaMa3
@Sfiguero7 @SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza True! I think that sometimes the systems are even hard to keep up with! #MacroSW

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
#macrosw By the way I didn’t mean to put the word die https://t.co/v8HEqUXEv

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@VilleBananas @SunyaFolayan Yes, let's talk COINTELPRO! Dig in! #MacroSW

Lyndsay @lvzastaw
@SunyaFolayan I think it is important to use our privileges that we have to fight and give a voice to those that do not #MacroSW

Karen 🎞️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @amharlacher: A2: Labeling this "terrorism" equates the experience of this group to groups that lack the same cultural and historical dis…

Shaneea @Shaneea3
@SunyaFolayan Great point @SunyaFolayan standing together and helping each other towards a better future must be done! #macrosw

Ashlee Rineer @Ajkligge25
A2: Guilty until proven innocent. The Black Lives Matters Movement and a three page memo approved by Trump...seems like power abuse #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @lvzastaw: @SunyaFolayan I think it is important to use our privileges that we have to fight and give a voice to those that do not #Macr…

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@SamanthaWeiric2 I know, but in this day and age, I don’t know how effective that would be for. Do you really want to get a misdemeanor or felony and then lose your license and be unable to practice? #MacroSW

Alex Ridley @AlexRidSW
It’s hard to believe that people have a problem for people standing up for something...that is clearly a problem? how people don’t see the injustice...well it is probably just ignorance #macrosw

Karen 🎞️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
📸📸📸 #MacroSW https://t.co/eABDPMyqa8

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingrights
A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #MacroSW

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@kmarie228 And it’s so sad that it’s the government that is feeding into these false perceptions because what they report impacts so many people. #macrosw

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
@nick_molina I agree nick! I think you can get a viewpoint across with a nonviolent approach! #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @lvzastaw: @SunyaFolayan I think it is important to use our privileges that we have to fight and give a voice to those that do not #Macr…

Karen 🎞️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoshNice4: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza The FBI has long history of thwarting legitimate efforts of grassroots organizations fighting fo…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Excuse spelling tonight. Rich , not ruch. #macrosw https://t.co/9IkCp1KAC
Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@VilleBananas Good news coming from Philadelphia... https://t.co/iVhC7ZoAgo #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Shaneea3: A2: Black Identity Extremists (BIE) are passionate about their people and how they're being treated. The FBI should take the…

an hour ago

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Excuse spelling tonight. Rich, not ruch. #macrosw https://t.co/S8ystwToXL https://t.co/S8ystwToXL

an hour ago

Mary @mareebearx
@lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan Agreed. I think our culture needs to recognize privilege better #MacroSW

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @agingrights: A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #Mac…

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Ninaflore: Wow! This system was constructed to intimidate, hurt, and dehumanize Black people and anyone that "appears to be a threat"…

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Trying to keep up! #Macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A2: From @efianwangaza The USA is an ongoing criminal enterprise, built with stolen labor on stolen land. It is held t…

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mareebearx: @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan Agreed. I think our culture needs to recognize privilege better #MacroSW

an hour ago

Alex Ridley @AlexRidSW
@JoshNice4 @VilleBananas @SunyaFolayan I’m interested for anyone who what's to elaborate #macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A2 continued... from @efianwangaza Black people,"runaway slaves," dissidents have always been viewed as a threat to the…

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Previous iteration the illegal, Senator Church Committee repudiated, illegal FBI COINTELPRO program, more than a dozen B…

an hour ago

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
@mareebearx @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan Absolutely! That’s number 1 #macrosw

an hour ago

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @agingrights: A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #Mac…

an hour ago

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @igbydroid: A2: for those of us who are not black, we need to listen when our fellow activists talk about racial profiling, violations o…

an hour ago

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
RT @agingrights: A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #Mac…

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @VilleBananas: In addition to the COINTELPRO, how about the fact that the Philadelphia Police Department dropped a bomb on the row house…

an hour ago

Nicolette @NicolletteRuth
@Marese36791591 I think you’re right. When a white person commits a crime or a violent act it usually isn't considered a terrorism or extremist threat #macrosw

an hour ago
Wow! This system was constructed to intimidate, hurt, and dehumanize Black people and anyone that "appears to be a threat"…

We definitely need more social worker's in every field! #macrosw

I would add that grassroots movements assist people in finding and using their voices, rather than giving them a voice; this website is an example of people using their voices with support/assistance from an organization https://t.co/VXL2apgAxV #macrosw

RT @karenzgoda: A2: Guilty until proven innocent. The Black Lives Matters Movement and a three page memo approved by Trump...seems like pow…

This is why we need to continue to become familiar with things in our community. Correlation between macro and mezzo. If there is a gap that’s effecting individuals who we serve we need to have resources for activist group who can make a difference in their needs #MacroSW

Guilty until proven innocent. The Black Lives Matters Movement and a three page memo approved by Trump...seems like pow…

This is why we need to continue to become familiar with things in our community. Correlation between macro and mezzo. If there is a gap that’s effecting individuals who we serve we need to have resources for activist group who can make a difference in their needs #MacroSW

In this day and age, I don’t know how e…

ductive that would be us for. Do you really want to…

It’s hard to believe that people have a problem for people stranding up for something...that is clearly a problem? how peopl…

A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #Mac…

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

What about the man that shot up Vegas, he was white? #macrosw

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN

If you have privileges, how can you spend them helping others without those privileges? #MacroSW https://t.co/AyW4a6fWNN
Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
@AlexRidSW I think the problem not them standing up for something but when they act out against the police in a violent manner. Not all cops are bad and not all the activists are bad. One bad apple spoils the bunch. #MacroSW

Shaneea @Shanee3
RT @AlexRidSW: It’s hard to believe that people have a problem for people standing up for something...that is clearly a problem? how people... #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@NicOletteRuth @Mareese36791591 https://t.co/qiM7uSYuPX #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Next question coming up... #Macrosw

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
@SunyaFolayan @efianwagaz A system constructed to protect itself and only those involve. As activists, we have to first stand for something, continue to advocate and raise our voices so that they know that we are NOT just going to sit around and watch it any injustice. #MacroSW

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @agingrights: A2: why not call things as they literally are: Concerned. Activists. Promoting change.? Labels can be so destructive. #Mac...

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@mareae @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan One thing to recognize privilege... another thing to then deconstruct that privilege. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Q3 @efianwagaz, as an attorney, organizer and activist, what are your thoughts about legal action verses righteous action? #Macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
I think the ACTing has been stripped of us in a myriad of ways: poor critical thinking education, almost no examples in hx of rising up and winning, distractions galore, lack of connection, division in every way imaginable leads to “apathy” or what looks like disinterest #macrosw https://t.co/w2ZmACOW7V

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@SunyaFolayan @efianwagaz A1: Keeping a circle you can lean on is important, esp when things get rough or scary. A strong support system can’t be underestimated. #MacroSW

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
@karenzgoda By speaking up when you see injustice towards someone of color. By advocating for those without privilege #macrow

Wanja @Wanjaonly
A2: These are fun times since my social media (legal immigrants including naturalized citizens) is being monitored as we speak. #macrow

H. ONeill @HONeill15
@karenzgoda What a great question! I think by using your social wealth to promote their issues, but not by speaking for them. Empowering them to speak and others (who could influence change) to listen. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoshNice4: @mareae @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan One thing to recognize privilege... another thing to then deconstruct that privilege.... #Macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Amen, from resident atheist! #macrosw https://t.co/W8qGbKXnsM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mcoconis: I think the ACTing has been stripped of us in a myriad of ways: poor critical thinking education, almost no examples in hx of...

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@SunyaFolayan Taking a step back, it’s just overall disheartening that we have a broken, broken government system that favors some groups over others. That they abuse their power to oppress and discriminate when it could be doing so much good. Thankful for social workers #macrow
Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Amen, from resident atheist! #macrosw https://t.co/UyENpItDsN https://t.co/UyENpItDsN

Shaneea @Shaneea3
@AlexRidSW I love this , the sad part is that people don’t even try to educated themselves about why people are advocating and protesting for their rights! #macrosw #staywoke

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoshNice4: @mareebeaxr @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan One thing to recognize privilege... another thing to then deconstruct that privilege....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q3 @efianwangaza, as an attorney, organizer and activist, what are your thoughts about legal action verses righteous action...

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
Righteous action is guided by passion, legal action is guided by logic #MacroSW

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A3: I think its a fine line and it can really be a subjective thing depending on a persons point of view #macrosw

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A3: Interested to read these responses #macrosw

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@Ninaflo There’s a myth that has always been a label on black people in general. That’s just a way that society has mold things. #macrosw

Igby @Igbydrood
A3: OMG. I love the idea of legal action vs RIGHTEOUS action. #macrosw

Cary Sanchez @CSanchezBSW
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza With roles on opposite ends of the spectrum how to find yourself balancing the differences? Legal and righteous no longer seem to be on the same page #MacroSW

michelle becker @michelle8838920
@KourtMabry @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza i agree Heather #macrosw

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
RT @Shaneea3 A2: Black Identity Extremists (BIE) are passionate about their people and how they’re being treated. The FBI should take the...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Some may find these Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices helpful tonight: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW https://t.co/1bFC8dYfQ

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A3: I am undecided with this. Change happens quickly when rules are broken for a righteous cause. Now saying this I’m also not someone to break rules, but I applaud those who do. This is in a realm where others are not hirt in the process. #macrosw

Carrie Corrao @cacoraoa
#macrosw Righteous action can be driven by passion and values and legal action takes communities, policies, and equality into the equation.

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
Q3: I think that to a point they’re both good, but when one is taken too far then it’s not so hot. also ppl’s opinions affect it. #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A3: "I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws. I would agree with St. Augustine that "an unjust law is no law at all."-MLK #macrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Some may find these Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices helpful tonight: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW https://t.co/ShGdC5NUeY

@JoshNice4 @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Sometimes legal and righteous do not agree. #MacroSW

@graybill_holly @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A3 Sad that legal and righteous aren’t synonyms. #macrosw

@Shand_Kydd I completely agree with this statement. Legal action requires logic and thinking about possible consequences #macrosw

A3: I feel like legal action is self explanatory, and righteous action is out of heart #macrosw

@lgbydrood I thought the same thing when I saw it typed out. Righteous action sounds very progressive and fitting for today. #macrosw

@Shand_Kydd We must always remember that just because it’s legal does not make it right; Holocaust of Enslavement, Maafa was legal but not right #macrosw

A3- I think that righteous action can be strengthened with a lot of different variables. #macrosw

@VilleBananas Good point. Even for a good cause it can damage your career in the long run.

@efianwangaza I also believe it to be a fine line. I can see legal action to be retaliation, but it's also like righteous. In a way they are both a way of standing up for what you believe in. It's just how it's done and how it's perceived. #MacroSW

@karenzgoda By speaking up when you see injustice towards someone of color. By advocating for those without privilege…

@KourtMabry Great point! It is a very fine line. I think sometime’s is hard to see that line for some people. #macrosw

@Emrapopo_SW Q3: I think both are good, but legal action is something that should be followed first #macrosw

@Kate74080997 A3. I think there is a time and a place for both, and we need to be very intentional about which one we are pursuing. #macrosw

@mcoconis RT @karenzgoda: Some may find these Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices helpful tonight: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW https://t.co/ShGdC5NUeY

@Nic0letteRuth Right but think about how long it took to get this man labeled as a terrorist. #macrosw
A3 Continued from our guest @efianwangaza We must not obey unjust laws. Tactically, sometimes we may use a legal action to achieve a righteous result, but not rely on law for justice. #Macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018 @Emrapopo_SW What drives this? #macrosw

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845 A3: I love this question. In my opinion, righteous action sometimes draws more attention quicker than legal. #macrosw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral Retweeted Karen Zgoda (@karennzgoda): Some may find these Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices helpful tonight: https://t.co/OiwAOZy6BN #MacroSW https://t.co/I0rTrsYSyo https://t.co/OiwAOZy6BN

Amanda Harlacher @amharlacher @jenniferwood845 @karennzgoda A3: Great post; it reminds me of a previous chat. Just because we don’t belong to a certain population does not automatically excuse us from working with members in terms of advocacy. This type of inaction can be as dangerous as counteractions. #macrosw

Igby @lgbydrood A3: Righteous actions may involve breaking a law, but it is NEVER an excuse to use violence. #macrosw

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81 #MacroSW I have no idea what Q3 is but I am interested in learning.

michelle becker @michell85883920 @Emrapopo_SW I agree, I don’t believe you need to break the law to be an activist #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @VilleBananas: A3: “I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey jus…

Marese @Maresa36791591 #MacroSW Q3. Another great question, I think that life in not black and white, but grey! Every situation is different and should be addressed accordingly. There shouldn’t be this broad brush that treats every situation the same.

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018 @michell85883920 @Emrapopo_SW Same idea, here! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda YES! And creating opportunities for them to speak too. If someone’s voice has not been heard, what can you do to amplify it? #MacroSW https://t.co/B3CUzAP0xf

David McCollum @VilleBananas A3: Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Letter from Birmingham Jail is a perfect response to this question. #Macrosw

Ashley Kissinger @ashley_kiss10 A3: Legal rights are typically clearer to define, whereas righteous become a bit more gray. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @SunyaFolayan: A3 From @efianwangaza We must always remember that just because it’s legal does not make it right; Holocaust of Enslavem…

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/ko2BG27k6l

Social Worker @ERL_SW A3: Righteous action can be a result of feelings and what you believe is right, legal action looks at the logic and possible consequences of said actions? #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan RT @cacorrao: #macrosw Righteous action can be driven by passion and values and legal action takes communities, policies, and equality into…
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @VilleBananas: A3: "I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey jus…

Kaity Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I think that they are on the opposite sides of the spectrum. Legal action is solely based on law and righteous action and based on emotions/feelings/morals/values. I think there needs to be a balance of both in order for society to function in a healthy way. #macrowsw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@ashley_kiss10 very true. I feel as though we start to get into that area where we want to follow what is right but we aren't sure #macrowsw

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingrights
@amharlacher @jenniferwood845 @karenzgoda Ally! #macrowsw

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
A3: Now-a-days what is righteous is not always legal. Coincidence? #macrowsw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @amharlacher: jenniferwood845 @karenzgoda A3: Great post; it reminds me of a previous chat. Just because we don’t belong to a certain…

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
A3: Riteous actions come from a moral perspective. #macrowsw

Shanea @Shaneea3
righteous action comes from deep with in and is expressed through passion. #macrowsw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q3 @efianwangaza, as an attorney, organizer and activist, what are your thoughts about legal action verses righteous acti…

Cary Sanchez @CSanchezBSW
@JoshNice4 @OfficialMacroSW @mareebearx @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan Imagine if privilege was used for good across the board MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A3 From @efianwangaza We must always remember that just because it's legal does not make it right; Holocaust of Enslavem…

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@Emrapopo_or we think that the topic is so big, we are not quite sure where to begin! #macrowsw

Kaity Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
@ashley_kiss10 So true. Righteous action can certainly be in a gray area. #macrowsw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@NicOletteRuth @Marese36791591 Eight days MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A3 Continued from our guest @efianwangaza We must not obey unjust laws. Tactically, sometimes we may us a legal action t…

Igby @igbydrood
Civil disobedience and exercising our human rights may violate some laws, but we cannot lash out in violence. We have to be better than that. #macrowsw

Jonica Y. Perry @Jonica_Perry
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza legal action and righteous doesn’t mix at all.#macrowsw
Meg @mhennigan17
The strong emotions that often motivate righteous actions can be powerful and dangerous at times. I’ve seen too much “fighting violence with violence” recently. No one wins when that happens. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @cacorrao: #macrosw Righteous action can be driven by passion and values and legal action takes communities, policies, and equality into…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q3 @efianwangaza, as an attorney, organizer and activist, what are your thoughts about legal action verses righteous acti…

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@cacorrao @Emrapopo_or Also a good thought. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @moconis: I think the ACTing has been stripped of us in a myriad of ways: poor critical thinking education, almost no examples in hx of…

Nick @nick_molina
A3 When I think of "righteous action" I think of the Bible and morality whereas "legal action" has me think of government. "Righteous" actions, to me, are more of a justified action. Legal action, because it was written and followed until otherwise proven unjust. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @VilissaThompson: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: Keeping a circle you can lean on is important, esp when things get rough or scary. A s…

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Legal and righteous action can become a conflict of moral nd personal values. In the world that we are in, legal action is necessary to keep the citizens in shape or else it will be a free for all, however, there is a problem when we abuse our power to instill legal action #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilleBananas: A3: “I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey jus…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @jenniferwood845: @karenzgoda By speaking up when you see injustice towards someone of color. By advocating for those without privilege…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Wanjaonly: A2: These are fun times since my social media (legal immigrants including naturalized citizens) is being monitored as we spe…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: YES! And creating opportunities for them to speak too. If someone's voice has not been heard, what can you do to amplify it?…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @HONeill15: @karenzgoda What a great question! I think by using your social wealth to promote their issues, but not by speaking for them…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @moconis: Amen, from resident atheist! #macrosw https://t.co/W8qGbKXnsM

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
@lgbydrood Agreed. Violence gets us nowhere. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @graybill_holly: @SunyaFolayan Taking a step back, it's just overall disheartening that we have a broken, broken government system that…

Alex Ridley @AlexRidSW
@cacorrao @SunyaFolayan Very nicely put! #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Amen, from resident atheist! #macrosw https://t.co/UyENpItDsN https://t.co/UyENpItDsN

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Shanee3: @AlexRidSW I love this , the sad part is that people don’t even try to educated themselves about why people are advocating an…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Shand_Kyd: Righteous action is guided by passion, legal action is guided by logic #MacroSW

Nick @nick_molina
Still looking for question 1 like... #macrosw https://t.co/S6J3gKuosy

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @KourtMabry: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A3: I think its a fine line and it can really be a subjective thing depending on a persons poin…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Hershey047: A3: Interested to read these responses #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@VilleBananas This #MacroSW chat is taking us to church. https://t.co/JWHv29gUW

Lucienne @luciennejenelle
A3: They are both great options, one may get done faster then the other, and sometimes people take that route depending on how severe the situation is #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: I think the ACTing has been stripped of us in a myriad of ways: poor critical thinking education, almost no examples in hx of…

ITTIC @UBittic
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza It speaks to historical trauma (effects of events/experiences that target a group of people & that is carried on through subsequent generations). Connecting people to their culture can help process effects of trauma & healing from injustice #macrosw https://t.co/wZjuCyCyUk

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: Keeping a circle you can lean on is important, esp when things get rough or scary. A s…

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
I 100 % agree that support system is necessary! #MacroSW https://t.co/1oWXdBneMb

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @graybill_holly: @SunyaFolayan Taking a step back, it's just overall disheartening that we have a broken, broken government system that…

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
A3. I think this is a loaded question. While not all laws are just, I think it is difficult to find appropriate boundaries to break the law and remain righteous #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A3 Continued from our guest @efianwangaza We must not obey unjust laws. Tactically, sometimes we may us a legal action t…

Kayla @kiteeples7911
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza A1. Always expect the unexpected and be prepared for everything. No matter what you learned in class or in the books, you sometimes will need to make a new path #MacroSW

Lucienne @luciennejenelle
@KESollenberger @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Great point! #macrosw

Meg @mhennigan17
@ERL_SW Well said. Legal action definitely requires more thought and time which can result in more positive long term outcomes. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @agingrights: @amharlacher @jenniferwood845 @karenzgoda Ally! #macrosw

Jaleen Leon @JaleenLeon
RT @CSanchezBSW: @JoshNice4 @OfficialMacroSW @mareebeaux @lvzastaw @SunyaFolayan Imagine if privilege was used for good across the board #Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: @SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza It speaks to historical trauma (effects of events/experiences that target a group...)

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
10 minutes left and one more question... #Macrosw

Kayla @klteeples7911
@cacorrao @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza Always expect the unexpected!! And I think we definitely need to stand by our choices. It makes us credible #MacroSW

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
A3: "I contend that the cry of "black power" is, at bottom, a reaction to the reluctance of white power to make the kind of changes necessary to make justice a reality for the Negro. I think that we've got to see that a riot is the language of the unheard:" -MLK #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @VilleBananas: A3: "I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just..."

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingrights
@nick_molina I understand this, but I can't help but think of zealots that practice their right to burn crosses b/c they think they're superior. It seems to go both ways, depending on our beliefs of what's okay #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NinaFloire: 100% agree that support system is necessary! #MacroSW https://t.co/JoWXdBneMb

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
H-Q4: How do you define revolutionary, system-changing work in light of today's youth lead movements? #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza A1: Keeping a circle you can lean on is important, esp when things get rough or scary. A s...

Igby @Igbydrood
A3: The potential problem with Righteous actions are that they are emotional and can feel like a short-cut to desired results. This may lead to further shortcuts which harm our message, but are justified by past results. #macrosw

Wanja @Wanjaonly
A1: I used to be very confrontational in my approach earlier in life, I've learnt to look for common ground more as I've aged #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4: I think the youth are taking a brave stance- one that I never thought could occur! It's amazing to see!! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: H-Q4: How do you define revolutionary, system-changing work in light of today's youth lead movements? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: YES! And creating opportunities for them to speak too. If someone's voice has not been heard, what can you do to amplify it?...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @VilleBananas: A3: Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Letter from Birmingham Jail is a perfect response to this question. #Macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
How is it almost 10pm already? #MacroSW https://t.co/k9k8Ld3so

Alex Ridley @AlexRidSW
They may be approached differently, but one may still inspire or impact the other #macrossw

Michel Coconis @mcconis
Those w power will always seek to label me as a terrorist while the do the surveilling and shooting and door smashing i have been called that & over many years, home searched, on no-fly list,etc? My crimes? Speaking up or talking back in or out of civilly disob acts #macrossw https://t.co/gWspQvAQ8E

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/kO2BG27k6I

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@KimMSW2018 I agree Kim! #macrossw

Kayla @kiteeples7911
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza We definitely need to have a clear definition of what constitutes a terrorist and we need to stick with that. We need to empower those who are targeted to advocate for themselves and advocate for them as well #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ERL_SW: A3: Righteous action can be a result of feelings and what you believe is right, legal action looks at the logic and possible co…

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I think that legal and righteous action need to be balanced. #macrossw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I this question! #MacroSW https://t.co/fT5d9qzDnp

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A4: Revolutionary, system-changing work is that work which first changes the activist wherein the individual is subsumed in the realization of interest of the people’s mutually defined agenda and priorities without regard for personal preferences or careers. #Macrossw

Kayla @kiteeples7911
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza I think you are often toeing a very fine line and it is often objective as to which side of the line you are on #Macrossw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@agingrights @nick_molina I can’t help but think of RATM’s song Killing in the Name. https://t.co/1zwIN2oGOV #MacroSW

Jaleen Leon @JaleenLeon
RT @JoshNice4: A3: "I contend that the cry of "black power" is, at bottom, a reaction to the reluctance of white power to make the kind o…

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4- The youth are using Social Media and Entertainment outlets, such as the Ellen Show to use their voices #macrossw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4- and getting a lot of support in doing so! #macrossw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: A4: Revolutionary, system-changing work is that work which first changes the activist wherein the individual is subsumed…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Read the full letter here: https://t.co/W4T9CWDOg7 #MacroSW https://t.co/x2e0m8yRkE

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@SunyaFolayan Appreciate this question, especially considering how word 'revolution' has been watered down by even the best intentioned political movements. Interested in seeing responses. #macrosw

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A3: I think righteous action is often utilized in the many cases that legal action fails to provide the justice and humanity we need in society #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A4: Revolutionary, system-changing work is that work which first changes the activist wherein the individual is subsumed…

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@KESollenberger @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I agree that they need to have a balance. #macrosw

Kayla @klteeples7911
@courtneyann2018 @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I totally agree. There definitely needs to be a balance #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A4: Revolutionary, system-changing work is that work which first changes the activist wherein the individual is subsumed…

Adrienne @wirthadienne
A2. I am really late to the chat tonight but this will be a topic for me to Google afterwards as I have not heard about this! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Read the full letter here: https://t.co/W4T9CWDOg7 #MacroSW https://t.co/x2e0m8yRkE

Malcolm X Center @CATpppow
@JoshNice4 Josh, the call for Black Power, self determination, was a recognition of the need to be in charge of one’s own life and resources. #macrosw

Ann Clare Le Zotte @annclezotte
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q1: @efianwangaza, in your years of groundbreaking work you have had to navigate difficult terrain in your fight for soci…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilleBananas: @agingrights @nick_molina I can't help but think of RATM's song Killing in the Name. https://t.co/1zwIN2oGOV #MacroSW

Ninaflore @Ninaflore
@SunyaFolayan I will say that the recent March is a great example of youth lead movements. It is refreshing to know that they will also be activists, and revolutionist. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JoshNice4: @SunyaFolayan Appreciate this question, especially considering how word 'revolution' has been watered down by even the best…

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
Our youth are our voices of tomorrow. It’s awesome to see them so organized and brave! They’re making change. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Read the full letter here: https://t.co/W4T9CWDOg7 #MacroSW https://t.co/x2e0m8yRkE

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @KimMSW2018: A4- The youth are using Social Media and Entertainment outlets, such as the Ellen Show to use their voices #macrosw

Igby @lgbyrood
@SunyaFolayan does this mean that "outsiders" cannot lead revolutionary system changing efforts? Does it have to be led by "insiders"? #macrosw

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingrights
RT @jenniferwood845: Our youth are our voices of tomorrow. It’s awesome to see them so organized and brave! They’re making change. #macrosw
Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A4. Youth-Led revolutions harken of the Childrens' Crusades in my mind. That's all I have to say on that subject. G'Nite! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@wirthadrienne Better late than never. The transcript will be posted on https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ and shared on this account later tonight. #MacroSW

Ivonne J. Maldonado @ivytona
A2: https://t.co/1n0HAoATTJ #macrosw

Kayla @kiteeples7911
@Sfiguero7 @SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza I agree, I think that advocating is a big must #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
A4. Given concern for inaction, merely showing up is revolutionary. Getting informed about realities not (yet) your own and sharing yours is too. Cannot be revolutionary if you aren't there. Simple start for simple action. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@VilleBananas @agingrights @nick_molina I love this song - have you seen the #MacroSW playlists: https://t.co/JoNsfdm4wd https://t.co/3JfWthqusT

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
A4. Given concern for inaction, merely showing up is revolutionary. Getting informed about realities not (yet) your own and sharing yours is too. Cannot be revolutionary if you aren't there. Simple start for simple action. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @kiteeples7911: @courtneyann2018 @SunyaFolayan @efianwangaza I totally agree. There definitely needs to be a balance #MacroSW

Nick @nick_molina
A4 Movements are definitely changing and the number of participants has increased as well which has drawn attention from around the world. I love it. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @wirthadrienne: A2. I am really late to the chat tonight but this will be a topic for me to Google afterwards as I have not heard about…

Amanda Harlacher @amharlacher
A3: It seems like many people feel that righteous action is based in emotion, and, therefore, less effective in the long run. I would argue that actions can be both righteous and legal and that effectiveness and associated emotion vary case by case. #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A4: I think a real revolution would be to get the populace registered to vote and then actually have them go out and vote. Bonus points if we elect candidates who are not Republicans or Democrats. #Macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @CATpppow: @JoshNice4 Josh, the call for Black Power, self determination, was a recognition of the need to be in charge of one's own life…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Ninaflore: @SunyaFolayan I will say that the recent March is a great example of youth lead movements. It is refreshing to know that the…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @jenniferwood845: Our youth are our voices of tomorrow. It's awesome to see them so organized and brave! They're making change. #macrosw

ITTIC @UBittic
Self-care is extremely important, esp. in the current political climate, some tips for self-care in this environment are: gather like-minded people around you, envision the future, narrow focus of work, take small breaks, don't react in anger. #macrosw https://t.co/TOM7B8jvsQ

Meg @mhennigan17
i'm such controversial and uncertain times, it's inspiring to see our youth finding their voice and having the confidence to stand up for what they believe in. #MacroSW
Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@SunyaFolayan Love this answer. Revolution changes the individual first. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: Self-care is extremely important, esp. in the current political climate, some tips for self-care in this environment are: gath...

Hum Rights Aging Pop @agingrights
@jenniferwood845 So Brave! These youth give me chills, tears, and pride. They're probably super-connected with social media and have good supports from their fams and/ or allys! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@lgydrood @SunyaFolayan My take: The car has to be driven by the community. allies can sit in the passenger seat. #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
@karenzgoda @agingrights @nick_molina I hope there is some Anti-Flag, Bad Religion, and Strike Anywhere on that playlist. #MacroSW

Kayla @khteeples7911
@SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW I think that the youth are standing up for what they believe in and the recent march is an example of that. I think that it is refreshing to know that our youth are worried about the future and how they can be a part of the change #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @khteeples7911: @Sfiguero7 @SunyaFolayan @OfficialMacroSW @efianwangaza I agree, I think that advocating is a big must #MacroSW

Meg @mhennigan17
@jenniferwood845 It really is inspiring and puts a refreshing optimistic spin on the future of our county! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@SunyaFolayan A4: Work that truly includes everyone. Your work isn’t revolutionary if it excludes certain groups. Being knowledgeable about those who are multiply marginalized & having them being active in the work has to occur. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mcoconis A4: Given concern for inaction, merely showing up is revolutionary. Getting informed about realities not (yet) your own and…

tomoh @QQ_ZZZ
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Retweeted UB-Social Work (@UBSSW): A8 Inside Ontario’s Basic Income Experiment: https://t.co/m6XRIGfg6Y #MacroSW #Inc…

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@amharlacher What to do when doing what is righteous and what is legal no longer align? #MacroSW

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@KimMSW2018 I agree! It is wonderful that they are using what works for them and that Ellen is a wonderful advocate and outlet to use their voices. #macrow

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
And VOTERS. Don’t like what you see? #VoteThemOut #MacroSW https://t.co/5GDM0J42vB

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A4: One of my favorite quotes by Saul Alinksy: “True revolutionaries do not flaunt their radicalism. They cut their hair, put on suits and infiltrate the system from within.” #macrosw

Maria Amador @Maria_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @lgydrood @SunyaFolayan My take: The car has to be driven by the community. allies can sit in the passenger seat. #M…

Maria Amador @Maria_MSW
RT @JoshNice4: @SunyaFolayan Love this answer. Revolution changes the individual first. #macrosw
RT @VilissaThompson: @SunyaFolayan A4: Work that truly includes everyone. Your work isn’t revolutionary if it excludes certain groups. Bein…

Michel Coconis @mccconis
A4. Amy Goodman talks about going to where the silence is as the focus of her journalism but helping people build trust in their own stories, values, and rights is revolutionary. Marching, while necessary, has little evidence if direct impact so much more action needed #MacroSW

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW are we still on?

Meg @mheffigan17
In such controversial and uncertain times, it’s inspiring to see our youth finding their voice and having the confidence to stand up for what they believe in. #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
A4. Amy Goodman talks about going to where the silence is as the focus of her journalism but helping people build trust in their own stories, values, and rights is revolutionary. Marching, while necessary, has little evidence if direct impact so much more action needed #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kmarie228: A4: One of my favorite quotes by Saul Alinksy: “True revolutionaries do not flaunt their radicalism. They cut their hair, pu…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Thanks for joining us tonight! Special thanks to our guest @efianwangaza Founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center and survivor of her first twitter chat! #Macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
ющим #Macrosw https://t.co/dl9ngOZkyM

Wanja @Wanjaonly
A4: I need to see more sustained social action to call anything revolutionary. Ability to garner large numbers isn’t enough. macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda @VilleBananas @agingrights @nick_molina Noted—-#macrosw playlist updates upcoming

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Self-care is extremely important, esp. in the current political climate, some tips for self-care in this environment are: gath…

Amanda Harlacher @amharlacher
A4: We recently had a guest speaker in one our classes that pointed out that many of the young activists we see have accessibility based on socioeconomic factors; SWers need to seek out individuals with less access and help them to be involved politically as well #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for joining us tonight! Special thanks to our guest @efianwangaza Founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center and…

Courtney @courtneyann2018 @SunyaFolayan Today youth lead movements are using all resources they can to advocate for what they feel is best. It is great to see different perspective and youth taking lead in wanting a change in society. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @VilleBananas @agingrights @nick_molina Noted—-#macrosw playlist updates upcoming

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for joining us tonight! Special thanks to our guest @efianwangaza Founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center and…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Thanks to all my chat partners, and especially to @poliSW for providing modertor backup! #Macrosw
Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A4: Revolution comes from giving people power in the form of voting. If people felt able to participate in our democracy and their voices were heard, social justice naturally falls into place. Voting is a communication and everyone should be heard. #macrowsw

Nick @nick_molina
TNT! #macrowsw https://t.co/mh56fRsiNu

Josh Nice @JoshNice4
@mcoconis Got to appreciate an Amy Goodman name drop! #MacroSw #democracyNow

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Next week’s #MacroSW chat will be 4-5-2018. Laurelhitchcock will host: Topic: Janet Joiner@CyberSocialWork @macrosw

Maria Amador @Maria_MSW
@SunyaFolayan @poliSW Thank you so much for this evenings chat! this was my first chat ever and I learned plenty! #csudhMSW501 #MacroSW

Malcolm X Center @CATpppow
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for joining us tonight! Special thanks to our guest @efianwangaza Founder of the Malcolm X Grassroots Center and…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks to all my chat partners, and especially to @poliSW for providing moderator backup! #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Next week’s #MacroSW chat will be 4-5-2018. Laurelhitchcock will host: Topic: Janet Joiner@CyberSocialWork @macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Augusto Boal said that (the) revolution began at home, like charity i suppose. #macrowsw https://t.co/O8EnCFdpQK

Jennifer Cardona @jenniferwood845
Tonight was awesome! Thank you for this discussion! #macrowsw

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Augusto Boal said that (the) revolution began at home, like charity i suppose. #macrowsw https://t.co/Om1cjYITqr https://t.co/Om1cjYITqr

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Maria_MSW @SunyaFolayan @poliSW Hope you come back for more #MacroSW

Igby @Igbydrood
@VilleBananas @karenzgoda @agingrights @nick_molina Don’t forget about Heaven Shall Burn, and System of a down #macrowsw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
CC @laurelhitchcock & @CyberSocialWork 😊 #MacroSw https://t.co/JbAoU3umMV

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mcoconis: Augusto Boal said that (the) revolution began at home, like charity i suppose. #macrowsw https://t.co/O8EnCFdpQK

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @jenniferwood845: Tonight was awesome! Thank you for this discussion! #macrowsw

Victoria Brake @VictoriaBrake81
#MacroSW I was very nervous about this chat as it was my first. I am not very well versed in Twitter sonit is di…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: 👇👇👇 #MacroSw https://t.co/dI9ngOZkyM
It is empowering to see and hear movements the youth are leading #MacroSW

RT @kmarie228: A4: One of my favorite quotes by Saul Alinsky: "True revolutionaries do not flaunt their radicalism. They cut their hair, pu…

RT @VictoriaBrake81: #MacroSW I was very nervous about this chat as it was my first. I am not very well versed in Twitter son it is diffic…

RT @mcoconis: Yes, thank you everyone for a great evening. Now let's go make change!! #MacroSW @acosaorg

RT @mhennigan17: @jenniferwood845 It really is inspiring and puts a refreshing optimistic spin on the future of our county! #MacroSW

Yes, thank you everyone for a great evening. Now let's go make change!! #MacroSW @acosaorg

You can find a list of upcoming chats as well as chat archives on our blog https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ. The transcript for this chat should be available by the end of the night. Thank you everyone who participated tonight #MacroSW

I think that the youth are standing up for what they believe in and the recent march is a…

@SunyaFolayan: work that truly includes everyone. Your work isn't revolutionary if it excludes certain groups. Bein…

Yes, thank you everyone for a great evening. Now let's go make change!! #MacroSW @acosaorg

Thank you @SunyaFolayan and @efianwangaza for a great chat tonight! Have a great night everyone! #MacroSW https://t.co/ewYTBc2iq5

RT @kmarie228: A4: One of my favorite quotes by Saul Alinsky: "True revolutionaries do not flaunt their radicalism. They cut their hair, pu…

Yes, thank you everyone for a great evening. Now let's go make change!! #MacroSW @acosaorg

#MacroSW A4. In today’s climate that’s a tough question. These kids are really doing something great here, in the past I believe that this would have lead to great changes, but in today’s world, the media controls the thoughts and minds of so many that with one tweet, its over.

Given concern for inaction, merely showing up is revolutionary. Getting informed about realities not (yet) your o…

RT @kmarie228: A4: One of my favorite quotes by Saul Alinsky: "True revolutionaries do not flaunt their radicalism. They cut their hair, pu…

RT @VictoriaBrake81: #MacroSW I was very nervous about this chat as it was my first. I am not very well versed in Twitter son it is diffic…

#MacroSW A4. In today’s climate that’s a tough question. These kids are really doing something great here, in the past I believe that this would have lead to great changes, but in today’s world, the media controls the thoughts and minds of so many that with one tweet, its over.

Given concern for inaction, merely showing up is revolutionary. Getting informed about realities not (yet) your o…

RT @SunyaFolayan: work that truly includes everyone. Your work isn't revolutionary if it excludes certain groups. Bein…

Yes, thank you everyone for a great evening. Now let's go make change!! #MacroSW @acosaorg

#MacroSW A4. In today’s climate that’s a tough question. These kids are really doing something great here, in the past I believe that this would have lead to great changes, but in today’s world, the media controls the thoughts and minds of so many that with one tweet, its over.

#MacroSW A4. In today’s climate that’s a tough question. These kids are really doing something great here, in the past I believe that this would have lead to great changes, but in today’s world, the media controls the thoughts and minds of so many that with one tweet, its over.
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